[Official Translation]
c.

The proposal of agenda of the meeting as referred to
in letter a of this paragraph must:----------------1)

be carried out in good faith;------------------

2)

consider the interest of the Company;----------

3)

enclose the reasons and materials for the-----proposal of the agenda of the meeting; and-----

4)
d.

not contradict with the statutory regulations.-

The proposal of the agenda of the meeting from the-shareholders as referred to in letter a of this----paragraph constitutes the agenda requiring the-----resolution of the GMS, and according to the--------discretion of the Board of Directors, has fulfilledthe requirements in letter c.-----------------------

e.

The Company will be obliged to include the proposalof agenda of the meeting from the shareholders as--referred to in letter a of this paragraph in the---agenda of the meeting contained in the summons.-----

7.

The summons for the GMS will be given with the followingprovisions:---------------------------------------------a.

The Company will be obliged to give summons to the-shareholders at the latest 21 (twenty one) days----prior to the GMS, excluding the date of the summonsand the date of the GSM.----------------------------

[Official Translation]
b.

The summons for the GMS as referred to in letter a-must at least contain information regarding:-------1)

the date of convening of the GSM;--------------

2)

the time of convening of the GMS;--------------

3)

the venue of convening of the GMS;-------------

4)

the provisions on the shareholders who are----entitled to be present in the GMS;-------------

5)

the agenda of the meeting, including the------elucidation on every agenda aforesaid;---------

6)

the information stating that the materials----related to the agenda of the meeting are------available for the shareholders starting as of-the date of summons for the GMS up to the dateof convening of the GMS.-----------------------

c.

The summons for the GMS to the shareholders as-----referred to in letter a of this paragraph must at--least through:-------------------------------------1)

1 (one) daily newspaper in the Indonesian-----language with national circulation;------------

2)

the website of the Stock Exchange; and---------

3)

the website of the Company in the Indonesian--Language and/or other languages stipulated by--

